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In 1992 Tim Berners-Lee defined all the HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) codes based on the FTP (File Transfer Protocol) status codes. If you break it down, the first '4' indicates the error is a client error, the '0' indicates a general syntax error, and the final '4' refers to the specific error code in the '4xx' group of error codes. In total there are 17 error codes in the '4xx' group.
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                    What classic novels have been written about World War 1?
                    What are the mrit sanjivni mantra wordings?
                    Was heck tate the judge on the trial in To Kill A Mockingbird?
                    What is the structure of a biography?
                    How does advertising influence fashion trends?
                    Why is lady Macbeth so shocked by the messenger's statement?
                    What vision does Jonas have in the book the giver?
                    What are the different councils?
                    What is the significance of the beggars in front of the church in the pearl story?
                    What are some new information about the fantasy genre?
                    What has the author Savino Blasucci written?
                    What is the problem and solution of The Legend of the Pineapple?
                    Explain atticus statements about Don't pay attention of her Jack. She's trying you out. Cal says she's been cussing fluently for a week now.?
                    What is the significance of talking to another guy to Crooks of mice and men?
                    Three examples of irony in literature?
                    What is victorica's special abillty in twilight?
                    What were the reasons why tom Robinson is telling the truth?
                    This includes all the means for communicating information to the general public?
                    What are Balboas kids names?
                    How do Edmund and peter treat Lucy?
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